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About the 

Pontchartrain-Maurepas Surge Consortium 

And the  

Breton Borgne Surge Consortium 

 
The Pontchartrain-Maurepas Surge Consortium (PMSC) was founded in 2015 and the Breton-

Borgne Surge Consortium (BBSC) in 2018 through the Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation’s 

(LPBF) Coast and Community Program to facilitate a regional approach to storm surge risk 

management for the coastal communities in southeast Louisiana.  

 

The Surge Consortiums’ mission is to leverage local expertise and additional technical resources 

into a regional collaboration that will promote: 

• broader understanding of storm surge dynamics,  

• better-informed storm surge risk-reduction strategies for all communities 

• environmental sustainability, community resilience, and safety of residents through enhanced 

storm surge risk management. 

 

Since 2015, the surge consortium workshops have been held discussions of various aspects of 

storm surge risk management, including storm surge dynamics within the study region, storm 

surge modelling, and historic storm surges observations. In 2016, a report on surge dynamics for 

the lake region was released.  Subsequent surge dynamics analysis in the Breton-Borgne region 

has led to this companion report on surge dynamics.  

 

The surge consortiums builds off of LPBF’s role in pioneering the Multiple Lines of Defense 

Strategy for protecting coastal Louisiana, which has been endorsed by the US Army Corp of 

Engineers, the Louisiana State Master Plan, and numerous local governments along the coast. 

We’ve identified and advocated for sustaining key coastal lines of defense for the Lake 

Pontchartrain region and we recently completed a major system engineering assessment of the 

current surge defenses for the east bank of Greater New Orleans.  
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Executive Summary 
Analysis of time-lapse dynamics of simulated major storm surges and historical storm surge 

maximum observations shed new light on spatial and temporal patterns of storm surge within the 

Breton-Borgne Surge Consortium (BBSC) region. In this analysis, two recent storms are 

examined as prototypical events that exemplify a new conceptual model that we introduce by 

focusing on the region study area. Hurricanes Katrina (2005) and Isaac (2012) had fundamentally 

different tracks which illustrates well the contrasting patterns of storm surge dynamics 

introduced here. The generalized surge movement is based on the BBSC region which is coastal, 

and so it is important to keep in mind that surge is controlled by local coastal forcing and broader 

gulf conditions. Every storm is different in detail and the resulting surge is always a result of 

unique storm conditions of regional and local forcing. In spite of this limitation, much can be 

said about the generalized relative movement of maximum surge in the BBSC region.  

 

The primary driver for the surge movement in the BBSC region is the “wind setup”.  The wind 

setup is the changing local wind direction over the BBSC region during a storm’s coastal 

approach, landfall and movement inland as it interacts with the relief (land elevation and 

bathymetry) of the natural and manmade landscape which provide resistance to surge movement. 

The change in wind-direction is simply due to the movement of a fixed cyclonic wind field 

moving inland and subjecting the local areas to different portions of the cyclonic wind field and 

therefore, different wind speeds and directions.  

 

Several terms used to describe various patterns of surge below are: 

Initial Surge Concentration (ISC)- areas where surge tends to be highest during the early 

coastal approach of the storm 

Inflow Surge (IS)- surge moving generally landward 

Outflow Surge (OS)- surge generally moving (returning) seaward  

Surge Rotation (SR)- rotational movement of surge (horizontally) 

Surge Focusing (SF)- vertical amplification of surge height due to convergence of surge flow 

 

For both Hurricanes Katrina and Isaac, the primary ISC as the storms approach is along the 

Mississippi River near Pointe a la Hache, but can be as far south as Baptiste Collette. This reach 

of the Mississippi River has varying levee configurations that are highly relevant to the surge 

dynamics.  For an easterly tracking storm after the ISC, surge tends to move south and eastward 

toward the MRGO and then north toward Biloxi Marsh.  For a westerly tracking storm, after ISC 

surge tends to be transmitted northwestward along the Mississippi River levees and toward 

Braithwaite. This pattern explains why surge heights at Braithwaite were higher for Hurricane 

Isaac (Category 1 storm) than heights for Hurricane Katrina (Category 3 storm).  Anecdotally, it 

has been alleged that building the new HSDRRS (Hurricane Storm Damage Risk Reduction 

System) flood wall caused this “unexpected” higher surge from a less powerful storm resulting in 

a post-Isaac study by the Corps of Engineers (USACE, 2013).  Similar allegations of enhanced 

storm surge on the north shore due to south shore levees resulting in an additional study by the 

Corps (USACE, 2018).  Neither of these studies examined the sequential (time lapse) movement 

of surge and so did not identify the key underlying differences.  Based on the surge dynamics, it 

is clear that a westerly tracking storm poses more risk to the Braithwaite area as observed during 

Hurricane Isaac.  For a westerly tracking storm, when the storm is closest and at the same 

latitude as the ISC, the storm is producing a strong south wind which displaces the ISC near 
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Pointe a la Hache directly northward toward Braithwaite. An easterly tracking storm at that same 

juncture produces a north wind blowing maximum surge southward.  

 

The ISC along the Mississippi River near Pointe a la Hache has extraordinary implications and 

history, especially for an easterly tracking storm.  Such a storm produces a very strong north 

wind at the ISC.  This could promote overtopping the east bank back levee and the east bank 

river levee.  Once surge is in the river for an east tracking storm, it is subject to an extreme 

outflow surge condition due to three forces: extreme surge-induced river stage, the ongoing 

discharge of the Mississippi River flowing south, and hurricane force north wind blowing surge 

and discharge south.  This extreme outflow surge event occurred in both Hurricanes Katrina 

(2005) and Camille (1969), and the West Bank river levees were completely overtopped and led 

to devastation of Lower Plaquemines Parish in both storms. This interaction with the river 

discharge is not included in surge models, but it evident from forensic examination of these two 

storms.  In both Hurricane Katrina and Camille, the storms moved into the Mississippi Gulf 

Coast causing record economic damages which overshadowed the destruction in Lower 

Plaquemines which was equally as great in relative destruction.  

 

Surge also has upstream effects. During Hurricane Katrina the river stage rose to 16 feet at New 

Orleans (Carrollton gage).  During Hurricane Isaac, the Mississippi River gage at Belle Chasse 

recorded that the river reversed flow and briefly water flowed upstream at 100,000 cfs.  Clearly, 

further study of the interaction with the Mississippi River levees and back levees is highly 

warranted.  Since Hurricane Barry in 2019, there is has been heightened interest in surge in the 

Mississippi during high stage of the river. However, the record shows (Katrina and Camille) 

there is great need to also examine the river interactions with surge even during low water.  

 

Analysis of surge dynamics in two coastal areas of south Louisiana (PMSC and BBSC regions) 

indicate that understanding surge dynamics with time-lapse throughout the duration of storm 

events is beneficial to understanding risk and vulnerabilities due to hurricane surge. In both study 

areas, all storm tracks generate common areas of Initial Surge Concentration (ISC) within each 

region.  These ISC zones create a reservoir of surge that then moves differently, being dependent 

on the easterly or westerly tracks.  A surprising result is that in both study areas the greatest 

overall threat, in general, may be posed by the development of Outflow Surge (OS).  For the 

Pontchartrain-Maurepas area, the OS threatens eastern Lake Pontchartrain (such as Slidell), and 

for the Breton-Borgne region the OS is compounded with river flow threatens the west bank of 

the Mississippi due to overtopping of the Mississippi River levees (especially with an easterly 

tracking storm).  In general, the coincidence of the prominent OS in the two areas may be 

attributed to surge inundating a complex coastal landscape such as found in southeast Louisiana. 

 

The report includes a summary map (Figure 30) which suggests the coastal communities most at 

risk depending on the location of the eye of any storm.  This map reflects the understanding of 

the storm surge dynamics as developed in this study (Katrina and Isaac), but also includes 

examination of the Case Study for Hurricane Camille.  The map is intended to emphasize the 

role of the surge movement during hurricanes. Because the forecasting of storm tracks has 

improved, and because storms always have the same vortex wind pattern (counter clockwise in 

the northern hemisphere), the local surge dynamics have a reasonable level of predictability.   
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In spite of some predictability of storm surge dynamics on a particular track, emergency 

personnel must be wary that tracks can deviate from the forecasts and the resulting surge 

dynamic can change and pose different threats. Hurricane related decisions regarding 

evacuations/sheltering etc., are frequently made several days prior to the hurricanes impact, if 

they are to be successful completed.  While hurricane forecasts are improving, many of the 

critical factors that influence storm surge in a particular area (exact landfall location, intensity, 

size of the wind field, forward speed) are not precisely forecasted, especially at 48 hours and 

beyond when some safety decisions are made.  For this reason, the NWS uses an “Ensemble 
Forecast” technique (varying track, intensity, forward speed, and size of wind field) based on 

current hurricane forecast skill in advising public safety officials on hurricane’s potential storms 

surge impacts to minimize loss of life and adverse impacts.  Some of the detailed descriptions of 

storm surge evolution on the coast that are predicted by the surge dynamics analysis may not 

become evident until the system is close to landfall and would be too late to make some safety 

decisions.  Although hurricane forecasts are improving, public safety decisions have to account 

for potential errors in forecasts including: track, intensity, forward speed and size.  

 

Additional modeling that integrates Mississippi River discharge, the detailed geometry of all 

nearby levee, and hurricane surge is highly desirable.  The outflow surge event that impacts the 

east and west bank of Plaquemines Parish with an east tracking storm is extraordinary and has 

never been fully modeled to account for the aligned forces of wind, surge and river flow; even 

though, such conditions have twice devastated the lower parish in both Hurricanes Katrina 

(2005) and Camille (1969).   Modeling should examine the time-lapse of surge movement to 

fully understand the magnitude hydrodynamic forces, and what measures should be taken to 

further mitigate the threat of river-enhanced outflow surge. 

 

 

Introduction 
Storm surge is the additional water levels above astronomical tides that are produced by 

hurricanes or tropical storm systems.  Analysis of the combined effect (storm tide) is often by 

forecast/hindcast modeling or by post-storm “high water marks.”  Model results are often called 

“storm surge” and illustrated as the maximum storm tide (surge) over the duration of the storm.  

Therefore, both surge model results and high-water maps are often the “maximum” maps of the 

highest elevation of storm tide over the duration of the event, and do not show how water was 

actually distributed at any point in time or how water sequentially moved.  Another common 

practice is to just show the storm surge levels over land and not over existing water bodies such 

as a lake or sound.  This resulting presentation is a fragmented depiction of storm surge 

distribution because water also rises over open water bodies and moves from water to land or 

vice versa.  This partial presentation of surge also limits the ability to understand storm surge 

movement.  The study of “surge dynamics” is to understand the movement and effects on storm 

surge through time over land and water.  Traditional storm tide (surge) modeling such as 

ADCIRC (Advanced Circulation Model) do precisely this, by modeling the progressive forces 

over time that move storm tide across land and water.  For generalizing the impact, the maximum 

storm tide maps are often produced.  These maps are also useful for designing levee heights 

especially when the maximums of an array of storms are combined into MOMs or “maximum of 

the maximums” maps.  In this study, time lapse storm surge maps are investigated to understand 

the actual sequential movement of storm surge.  This was done for two study areas: Lake 

https://www.weather.gov/media/wrn/calendar/HydrologicEnsembleForecastingService.pdf
https://www.weather.gov/media/wrn/calendar/HydrologicEnsembleForecastingService.pdf
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Pontchartrain-Maurepas Surge Consortium (PMSC) region (Lopez et. al., 2016) and in this study 

of the Breton Borgne Surge Consortium area (BBSC), which reveal fresh insights into flooding 

vulnerabilities dependent on two prototypical storm tracks, i.e. an “easterly passage” or a 

“westerly passage” relative to the area of study.  

 

 
Figure 1: Pontchartrain-Maurepas Surge Consortium (PMSC) and Breton-Borgne Surge 

Consortium (BBSC) regions  
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Figure 2: Breton-Borgne Surge Consortium (BBSC) region  

 

The BBSC region like most of south Louisiana has low relief. However, what natural or 

unnatural landscape elevations that do exist are critical to storm surge movement. Overall, there 

is roughly a northwest to southeast alignment of land elevation along the Mississippi River. 

Considering the east to west orientation of the Mississippi coastline this forms a broad “V” shape 

that is open eastward toward the open Gulf of Mexico.  This has been colloquially described as a 

regional funnel for storm surge.  Westward toward the point of the “V” is the HSDRRS flood 

system including the Lake Borgne Surge Barrier (28 ft. high) and the New Orleans East Land 

Bridge.  The land elevation along the river is due to the natural levee of the Mississippi and the 

artificial river levees generally located there.  The New Orleans East Land Bridge is composed of 

some natural ridges and unnatural barriers from highway foundations, levees and railroad beds.  

As will be discussed, none of this is a perfect barrier to storm surge, but all of these elements 

have the potential to modify the movement and height of surge due to their location and height as 

part of the “Multiple Lines of Defense” existing in coastal Louisiana (Lopez, 2009). The relative 

position of the “V” geometry of the Louisiana/Mississippi Coastal landforms appears to be an 

ideal regional condition to have surge focusing by the counter-clockwise, cyclonic wind field of 

all Gulf Coast hurricanes, and regional focusing does occur.  However, the physical size of the 

“V” shape area is so large that locations of peak surges move within the area, a complexity that 

will be discussed below.  
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Figure 3: LIDAR elevation map of the BBSC region 

 

Since Hurricane Katrina, Greater New Orleans has gained improved storm surge protection 

under the Hurricane Storm Damage Risk Reduction System (HSDRRS) (USACE 2012). Ideally 

for this analysis, the two prototypical storms analyzed for surge dynamics due to the storm tracks 

would have identical meteorological conditions except for the tracks and that the landscape was 

also identical for the two storms when they occurred.  Neither of these are conditions are met.  

Hurricane Katrina was a large, relatively fast Category 3 storm whereas Hurricane Isaac was a 

smaller, slower moving Category 1 storm.  Hurricane Katrina occurred before the HSDRRS 

improvements, whereas Hurricane Isaac was after.  Both had a dominant northerly direction of 

movement, but Katrina passed across the center of the BBSC region and Isaac passed just west 

of the BBSC region.  Both storms have been well documented and have good hydrologic and 

meteorologic data.  Because the storms are not meteorologically identical some surge differences 

will not be due to simply the storm track difference. This is considered in the interpretation of the 

analyses, and is a limitation of the conclusions.  

 

http://www.mvn.usace.army.mil/Missions/HSDRRS.aspx
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Figure 4: Tracks of Hurricanes Katrina and Isaac whose ADCIRC models were primarily used 

in this study (NOAA 2016). 
 

General Storm Physics and Surge Analysis Methodology 
NOAA defines a storm surge “as an abnormal rise of water generated by a storm, over and 

above the predicted astronomical tide.” Figure 5 depicts a 15 ft. storm surge coinciding with a 2 

ft. astronomical high tide to create a 17 ft. storm tide, which is defined as “the water level rise 

during a storm due to the combination of storm surge and the astronomical tide.” Therefore, the 

storm surge is the change in water level due to the storm passage, while the storm tide is the 

actual water level measured relative to an establish reference level (such as local mean sea level.) 

As noted, the abnormal rise in water reflects both remote forcing from offshore meteorological 

conditions and local forcing due to winds over the lake. This report deals almost exclusively with 

the local dynamics behind storm surge.  

http://www.nws.noaa.gov/om/hurricane/resources/surge_intro.pdf
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Figure 5: NOAA graphics describing a storm tide, which is the storm surge in addition to 

astronomical tide. 

 

Our primary methodology for investigating surge behavior in this study consists of examining 

time-lapse, ADCIRC (Advanced Circulation finite element, see 

http://adcirc.org/home/documentation/users-manual-v50/introduction/ ) model outputs in the 

BBSC region of recent storms, and examining historical surge height data. In particular, 

Hurricanes Katrina and Isaac are used as recent characteristic storms with accurate ADCIRC 

hindcasts (post-storm surge models). These models had a sufficient digital elevation model 

(DEM) for recent storms such as Hurricane Katrina and Isaac, and sufficient robustness to 

hindcast these storms to inform details of the interaction and movement of surge in the PMSC 

area. However, as described below, there are limitations to this approach, so empirical datasets 

are also used to corroborate and further illustrate dynamical processes not apparent in the 

ADCIRC results. 

 

http://adcirc.org/home/documentation/users-manual-v50/introduction/
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In this report, we introduce a few terms to describe a conceptual model of a surge dynamical 

processes that occur within the PMSC region.  

Initial Surge Concentration (ISC)- areas where surge tends to be highest during the early coastal 

approach of the storm 
Inflow Surge (IS)- surge moving generally inland (landward) 

Outflow Surge (OS)- surge generally returning seaward  

Surge Rotation (SR)- rotational movement of surge (horizontally) 

Surge Focusing (SF)- vertical amplification of surge height due to convergence of surge flow 

 

There are four principle physical processes modeled that drive storm surges (Fitzpatrick, 2014):  

1. Pressure setup refers to the decreased atmospheric pressure near the center of circulation 

which causes water levels to increase.  

2. Wind setup is the increase in water levels due to the force of winds on the water surface. 

Specifically, the wind force along the water surface creates vertical variations in the 

circulation patterns. As the storm moves inland, the shallow coastline interferes with the 

circulation and pushes the water up.  

3. Geostrophic adjustment is the rise of water levels attributed to longshore currents.  

4. Wave setup occurs when the rate of breaking waves is greater than the time for waves to 

recede, thus causing water to pile up along the shoreline.  

 
In NWS training the following are noted as critical to forecasting storm surge on the coast: 

• Landfall location 

• Intensity 

• Forward Speed 

• Size (of wind field) 

• Tides (arriving at high or low tide) 

• coastal topography/bathymetry 

• Pre-storm water level set-up, waves  

 

Long-term, relative sea level rise (RSLR) will add to the severity of the storm surge, with recent 

numerical results finding that a 1 ft. rise in RSLR can cause up to a 3 ft. rise in surge heights 

(Smith, 2006; Smith and Atkison, 2007). This occurs because RSLR increases the water depth 

during surge events, which results in faster surge propagation and increase wave setup.  Finally, 

Jacobsen (2015) lists three types of effects landscape features have on the movement of water 

during a surge event.  They are confinement, conveyance, and friction. In a region such as the 

BBSC region, these forces interact with a complex terrain, resulting in a number of unique surge 

processes.  

 

Table 1 summarizes the major forces, processes, and controls that influence the surge dynamics 

in the BBSC region. The table also indicates what data may be utilized to assess these processes, 

including ADCIRC, models, empirical surge hydrographs, and maximum storm surge elevations.  
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Table 1: Major influences on storm surge dynamics in BBSC region. 

To map the movement of surge for Hurricane Katrina and Isaac, time lapse maps of surge were 

interpreted using the associated color ramps to identify the areas of relatively highest surge at 

various times for each storm within the BBSC region. For both storms, six maps were available 

representing the storms approach while offshore, its landfall its movement across the BBSC 

region and further inland.  The areas of highest surge were graphically complied onto a summary 

map.  Arrows indicate the relative sequencing of the location of surge over time.  The arrows 

imply a net direction of surge movement due to the complex modeled processes utilized in 

ADCIRC.   

 

Analysis/Results BBSC Region 

Hurricane Katrina Surge Dynamics Results 
Figure 6 shows the results of the sequential peak surge mapping for Hurricane Katrina.  Similar 

patterns were found by Georgiou (2019).  As the storm is approaching the coast, surge 

accumulates along the Mississippi River where natural levees and the artificial Mississippi River 

Levees (MRL) levees are located. The ADCIRC model shows the initial surge concentration is 

between Davant and Ostrica, but is unclear as to the interaction with the levees and Mississippi 

River. The modeled 20-foot surge is higher than all the nearby levees. It is also higher than any 

subsequent surge (see Figures 6 and 7). within Louisiana. The USACE IPET report presented a 

reliable surge elevation of 14.4 feet at the Empire locks, but also reported less reliable water 

marks of 15 to 17 feet. (IPET Volume IV, 2006).  Seed et al. (2006) described surge in Pointe a 

la Hache from 12 to 18 feet.  The Hurricane Katrina hindcast (IPET) of the surge maximum 

indicates surge of 20 feet along the Mississippi River (Figure 7).  Figure 8 shows the Hurricane 

Katrina rainfall, but rainfall was not considered a major contributor to surge within the Breton-

Borgne region. Forensic studies post-Katrina describe that the Back Levee, East MRL, and the 

west MRL were overtopped by surge moving east to west (Seed et al 2006).  Numerous houses 

and other storm debris were found perched on the flank of the east bank river levee (Figure 9).  

Figure 11 is a map of the levee breaches in Plaquemines Parish.  Five breaches occurred in the 

East Bank Back Levee within the East Plaquemines polder (aka Phoenix-Bohemia polder).  This 

was likely due to erosion associated with overtopping as surge moved and initially built up 

along, then overtopped the Back Levee, and then the MRL (east and west bank). Seven breaches 

are shown to have occurred in the Bank Back Levee of the West Plaquemines polder.  It seems 

possible these breaches were also caused by surge that moved east to west.  The elevation profile 

of the East Plaquemines polder was downloaded in 2020 from the National Levee Database 
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(Figure 11), and it shows the elevation of the levee as low as 14.4 feet near the southern 

breaches in 2005, which would have been easily overtopped by Hurricane Katrina surge.  

However, we do not know the actual elevation of the levee in 2005.  

 

In conclusion, there is solid evidence of significant surge accumulated along the MRL as shown 

in the sequential mapping of Hurricane Katrina Surge, which we describe as the Initial Surge 

Concentration (ISC).  This ISC is due to dominant east winds as the storm is approaching the 

Louisiana coast.  Once the storm made landfall, it quickly crossed the river at Buras, and 

precipitated a dramatic change in the wind field in the area of the ISC.  The wind shifted to a 

powerful north wind.  The effects of this shift are not entirely known but the confluence of a 

trifecta of forces at this juncture suggest exceptionally severe surge conditions in the Mississippi 

River.  The trifecta are: storm surge within the Mississippi River 15 to 20 feet creating a 

significant water slope seaward (south), discharge of the Mississippi River flowing seaward 

(south), and an extreme north wind blowing surge and waves southward. This is an extreme 

Outflow Surge is partially constrained but undoubtedly amplified by the bounding MRL on both 

banks.  The Outflow Surge moving downstream in the river spills over the west bank, and likely 

contributed to the extensive flooding and damage on the West Plaquemines polder (as suggested 

by Seed, et. al., 2006).  Because of the consequential significance of this potential finding, a case 

study was done on Hurricane Camille included in this report.   

 

The sequential surge mapping in Figure 6 shows that once the storm goes into the Breton Basin, 

peak surge moves away from the river and toward the Biloxi Marsh. Coastal communities such 

as Delacroix and Hopedale were obviously impacted but did not likely get the maximum surge 

that was farther south.  Similarly, communities along the river in the upper Breton Basin such as 

Braithwaite were severely flooded and damaged but this was not the maximum surge.  Although 

not having the highest surge, the local levee at Braithwaite was readily overtopped by surge 

flooding the Caernarvon polder.  At this point in the storm track, the winds would be generally 

from the north, which would keep the worst surge from impacting the upper Breton Basin.  

 

The sequential mapping in Figure 6 shows that as the storm approaches the latitude of the 

Mississippi Coast, the Biloxi Marsh, Mississippi Sound and the Mississippi Coast are dominated 

by southerly winds.  The ISC that moved from the river to the Biloxi Marsh is now positioned to 

move into the Mississippi Coast with full force over large areas of open water.  For these 

reasons, Mississippi Coast had the highest surge of the entire impacted region with surge 

reaching nearly 30 feet.  The near complete devastation of the Mississippi Coast from Katrina is 

extensively known.  Once the storm’s center moves further inland winds quickly shift to the west 

which allows the surge to begin to outflow but at reduced surge elevation and risk to the coast.  

 

It is important to also note there is smaller but significant ISC near the convergence of the 

MRGO and the GIWW on the west side of Lake Borgne.  The Hurricane Katrina model was run 

before the construction of the surge barrier in 2009.  During Hurricane Katrina, storm surge was 

focused here but also conveyed further west through the MRGO/GIWW channel and into the 

Inner Harbor Navigation canal (IHNC).  There was extensive failure of the hurricane levee along 

the MRGO (Figure 10). The IHNC floodwalls were overtopped and collapsed into the Lower 

Ninth Ward.  Catastrophic flooding along the IHNC led to a high concentration of mortality 

during Hurricane Katrina (Boyd, 2011).  The MRGO/GIWW canal reach between Paris Road 
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and the IHNC conveyed surge at a very high velocity and increased flooding of the city 

(Fischettie, 2010).  With the placement of the surge barrier in 2009, risk of conveyance into the 

city through the MRGO/GIWW is drastically reduced; however, this is with a price due to the 

surge being slightly elevated on the flood side of the surge barrier (USACE 2013, 2018).   

 

 
Figure 6: Time-lapse snapshots from the ADCIRC surge model for Hurricane Katrina 
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Figure 7: Maximum modeled surge for Hurricane Katrina (IPET) 

 

 
Figure 8: Observed rainfall for Hurricane Katrina from August 24 to August 30, 2005 (Source: 

NOAA December 2005 report Hurricane Katrina). 

 

 
Figure 9: Homes perched on the east bank Mississippi River levee by surge flowing east to west 

during Hurricane Katrina. Seed et al 2006 
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Figure 10: Map of levee breaches by Hurricane Katrina located on the east and west bank but 

attributed from surge moving from east to west across the Mississippi River, Seed et. al., 2006 
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Figure 11: Levee heights of the East Plaquemines polder (aka Phoenix-Bohemia polder) as 

reported in 2020 on the national levee data base 

 

 

Hurricane Isaac Surge Dynamics Results  

Figure 12 is the result of the sequential peak surge mapping for Hurricane Isaac.  Similar 

patterns were found by Georgiou (2019). As the storm is approaching the coast, surge 

accumulates along the Mississippi River where natural levees and the artificial Mississippi River 

Levees (MRL)/ MR&T levees are located. The surge model shows the ISC is between Davant 

and Ostrica, just as Hurricane Katrina, and in both models, the detailed interaction with the 

levees and Mississippi River is unclear.  The ISC along the East Bank Back Levee is about 11 to 

13.5 feet based on modeled and observed surge elevations (see Figures 13, 15 and 16).  After 

the ISC, surge is then pushed northward along the Mississippi River toward Braithwaite where 

surge easily exceeded 14 feet and may have been as high as 17 feet. Figure 14 is the cumulative 
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rainfall during Hurricane Isaac, which is not considered to be a major contributor to storm surge 

in the Breton-Borgne region. 

 
Figure 12: Time-lapse snapshots of surge model for Hurricane Isaac showing ISC along the 

Mississippi River and then moving northward toward Braithwaite creating an even higher surge 

elevation.  

 
Figure 13: Maximum modeled surge from Hurricane Isaac (downloaded from CERA – NWS 

model best hindcast). 

https://cera.coastalrisk.live/
https://cera.coastalrisk.live/
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Figure 14: Cumulative rainfall for Hurricane Isaac from National Weather Service and hurricane 

track (Boyd, 2012). 

 

In contrast to Hurricane Katrina for Hurricane Isaac, the higher surge occurred after the ISC 

along the river by being displaced northward to Braithwaite after ISC.  The Back Levee of the 

East Plaquemines polder (aka Phoenix-Bohemia polder) was not overtopped by Hurricane Isaac 

due to the lower surge height of the ISC.  The back levee here was completely overtopped during 

Hurricane Katrina (see prior discussion).  The local levee at Braithwaite was overtopped by both 

Hurricanes Katrina and Isaac, but Isaac had higher surge.  The paradox is why did a weaker and 

slightly more distant hurricane (Isaac) produce higher surge than a much larger, higher intensity, 

and closer storm (Katrina)?  The surge dynamics analysis does suggest a simple answer.  Once 

the storms approach the same latitudinal position as Braithwaite, the wind fields are in 

diametrically opposite directions.  For Hurricane Katrina it is a north wind which diminishes the 

surge height at Braithwaite; whereas, for Hurricane Isaac it is a south wind enhancing surge 

movement northward toward Braithwaite.  For both storms, surge encountered resistance from 

the local and Federal levee, because both were in place in 2005 and 2012.  
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Figure 15: Calculated inundation for from observed surge through USGS pressure sensors 

during Hurricane Isaac (Berg, 2013).  

 

During Isaac, the interaction with the back levee was quite different than Hurricane Katrina.  The 

back levee in the East Plaquemines polder (aka Phoenix-Bohemia polder) was not overtopped by 

Hurricane Isaac, but had major overtopping in Hurricane Katrina.  The Braithwaite back levee 

was overtopped by both but more severely during Isaac.  Figure 17 shows the surge height based 

on pressure sensors outside and inside the levee at Braithwaite.  Inside the levee, water levels 

rose 7.9 feet in 1.4 hours, which is four times faster than outside.  The prolonged flooding shown 

for inside the levee reflects the effective levee height (9 to 10 feet) which held water within it 

until the levee was artificially breached to drain the Caernarvon polder (Figure 18). 

 

As hurricane Isaac moved further inland so that the eye of the storm was at a higher northerly 

latitude than the Breton Basin, the maximum surge is displaced eastward toward Verret and 

Delacroix due to westerly winds.  As the storm moves further inland winds slowly reduce and 

surge begins to dissipate within the Breton Basin (Figure 12).   
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Figure 16: Hurricane Isaac Storm surge heights reported by NHC (Berg, 2013) 
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Figure 17: Continuous surge heights estimated from USGS pressure sensors inside and outside 

the levee at Braithwaite.  Surge increased slowly on the outside compared to the surge rate inside 

the levee once the levee was overtopped at about 9 to 10 feet (Berg, 2013) 

 

 

 
Figure 18: Intentional breaching of the back levee near Braithwaite after Hurricane Isaac (from 

LaGOSHEP see Boyd, 2012).  
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Case Study: Hurricane Camille (1969) 
The incredible destruction that occurred during Hurricane Katrina to the West Bank of 

Plaquemines Parish (West Plaquemines polder) was not a fluke. Thirty-six years prior (1969), 

Hurricane Camille tracked on an “easterly track” similar to Hurricane Katrina but was 38 miles 

further east than Hurricane Katrina (Figure 19).  In fact, the storm did not even make “landfall” 

in Plaquemines by passing through Breton Sound.  The storm was a Category 5 but was much 

smaller than Katrina (Category 3).  The destruction of the West Bank by this more distant storm 

was extreme, and seems to have been as great as Hurricane Katrina.  Loss of life in Plaquemines 

Parish was fortunately only 3, but undoubtedly due to near complete evacuation of the lower 

portion of the parish (Schneider, 1970).  Schnieder stated “On the West Bank of the river, in the 

area south of Empire, an area of 11,000 population, destruction was virtually total”.  Figure 20 

is aerial photograph taken of lower Plaquemines Parish after Hurricane Camille showing a 

complete destruction from Venice to Buras. Figure 21 has some online resources that describe 

similar destruction on Plaquemines Parish from Hurricane Camille. Of course, the Mississippi 

Gulf Coast was devastated by Hurricane Camille, and this is often the focus regarding Hurricane 

Camille because there is a greater population and economic losses. However, the degree of 

devastation to Plaquemines and the Mississippi Coast are comparable, which seems to be 

overlooked fact by those outside Plaquemines Parish.  

 

 
Figure 19: Tracks of Hurricanes Katrina (added) and Camille NOAA Historical Hurricane Track 

viewer  

 

 

http://www.rosyfinch.com/HurricaneCamille.html
https://coast.noaa.gov/hurricanes/index.html#/search/name/CAMILLE%201969
https://coast.noaa.gov/hurricanes/index.html#/search/name/CAMILLE%201969
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Figure 20: Aerial photograph of Lower Plaquemines Parish after Hurricane Camille illustrating 

massive destruction on the West Bank (NOLA archive) 

 

Figure 21: Some online links to descriptions of Plaquemines Parish after Hurricane Camille 

 “Almost total destruction was seen from Venice to Buras as intense winds estimated at 160 mph 
moved into lower Plaquemines and St. Bernard parishes on the evening of the 17th. “regarding 

Hurricane Case Study Hurricane Camille   Roth/NWS 

 
WWL video report inspection after Hurricane Camille 

http://ladigitalmedia.org/video_v2/asset-detail/WWL-0054-12:28:04 
newspaper article Earl Armstrong quote  

https://www.wafb.com/2019/05/29/remembering-hurricane-camille-years-later/ 
weatherwise deangelis  1969  

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00431672.1969.9932869 
 

https://www.nola.com/multimedia/photos/collection_a3d2536a-c039-11e9-abe8-7727bb925be0.html#17
https://www.weather.gov/media/lch/events/lahurricanehistory.pdf
http://ladigitalmedia.org/video_v2/asset-detail/WWL-0054-12:28:04
https://www.wafb.com/2019/05/29/remembering-hurricane-camille-years-later/
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00431672.1969.9932869
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The map of maximum surge for Hurricane Camille is similar to Hurricane Katrina (Figure 7 and 

22).  A time lapse of surge from Hurricane Camille is not available, but it is very reasonable to 

assume surge would behave in a similar way for these easterly tracking storms and all 

observations suggest this is correct.  The Hurricane Camille model indicates 13 to 15 feet of 

surge along the river in the area where the ISC was for Hurricane Katrina and slightly further 

south along the river.  Although surge of at least this height is documented on the West Bank, the 

model indicates very low surge occurring on the West Bank.  It is likely the model did not 

account for the magnitude of overtopping of the Mississippi River levees.  What is instructive of 

the model is that extreme unlikelihood that the high surge level that did occur on the West Bank 

emanated through the Barataria Basin.  The extreme surge height must have moved across the 

Mississippi River levees and very likely at the ISC region, just as it did during Hurricane 

Katrina.  Pielke, et. al. (1999) reported that a “massive tidal surge” washed over the Mississippi 

River levees and devastated Plaquemines Parish, as illustrated in Figures 23 and 24.  

 

“Residents of Plaquemines Parish, Louisiana, returned to see all traces of civilization removed 

by a massive tidal surge washing over the Mississippi River levees (ESSA, 1969a). In the 

community of Buras along the Mississippi, six structures remained standing in an area where 

6000 people had previously made their homes.” Pielke, et. al. 1999 
 

 
Figure 22: Map of modeled maximum surge from Hurricane Camille.  Note the similarity to 

Hurricane Katrina’s maximum surge (Figure 7) 

https://sciencepolicy.colorado.edu/about_us/meet_us/roger_pielke/camille/report.html#essahc
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Figure 23: Map of relative damages due to Hurricane Camille (Pielke, et. al. 1999) 
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Figure 24: Description of events at the Boothville weather station during Hurricane Camille (Pielke, 

1999) 

 

National Weather Service personnel survived by evacuating to the upper levels of the Boothville weather 

station with rapidly rising surge over 12 feet (Figure 24) (Pielke, 1999).  Schneider reported “Flood 

waters, up to 17 feet deep, persisted for nearly a week after the storm. In Buras, two high schools, later to 

be used as shelters, were flooded up to the second-floor level.” Clearly, surge was extreme and had 

moved across the Mississippi River levees.  At the exact time when the weather station was being 

flooding (6:40 pm), Hurricane Camille was 60 miles south of Bay St. Louis which means the eye was at 

precisely latitude as Empire, LA.  At this moment, the same trifecta of forces were at play as suggested 

for the surge dynamics analysis for Hurricane Katrina: 

• Initial surge concentration within the Mississippi River 13 to 17 feet high creating a 

significant water slope seaward (south) 

• discharge of the Mississippi River flowing seaward (south)  

• and an extreme north wind blowing surge and waves southward.  

“At the Weather Observatory at Boothville, Louisiana, just north of Venice, five weathermen were 

prepared to ride out the storm and make detailed observations. The observatory was designed to 

withstand hurricane conditions, and the structure had been built on prestressed concrete pilings with 

the main floor 12 feet above ground. Emergency power was operating, and radio contact was 

maintained with the Hurricane Forecast Center in New Orleans. At about 6:40 p.m., a pressure of 

959.7 mb was recorded. About the same time, the wind-speed equipment became inoperative after 

having indicated wind gusts to 107 mph. Soon after, one meteorologist noticed that the water was 

rising rapidly and had reached the catwalk just below the floor of the observatory. Shortly after, the 

water rushed into the building. The emergency generator room was flooded, and the weathermen 

lost all contact with the outside world. They sought refuge in the electronics shop, and the water 

continued to rise until it was chest-deep on some observers. They lost all track of time, and it was 

several hours before the water began to recede (Rohlfs 1969) (Figure 6).” 

 
 

https://sciencepolicy.colorado.edu/about_us/meet_us/roger_pielke/camille/report.html#rohlfs
https://sciencepolicy.colorado.edu/about_us/meet_us/roger_pielke/camille/figures.html#fig6
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This is a super, extreme outflow surge condition, and just as Hurricane Katrina, led to 

devastation of the West Bank of Plaquemines Parish. Figure 25 is a map of the maximum 

Hurricane Camille wind speed during the storm. The location labeled 18 is the military time 

1800 hour (6 pm) and is the precise moment outflow surge would occur.  The 100-mph wind was 

blowing due south and southeast pushing the ISC downriver and across the West Bank river 

levees. At 6:40 pm the National Weather Service personnel at Boothville scrambled to the upper 

story and spared themselves from the surge (Figure 24).  
 

 
Figure 25: Wind field and wind speed of Hurricane Camille   
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Discussion 
As was determined in the prior surge dynamics analysis of the Pontchartrain-Maurepas region, 

maximum surge tends to be downwind where it finds resistance on the landscape in the Breton 

Borgne region. This is supported by modeled and observed surge heights. The shifting wind 

direction as a hurricane moves into the coastal area largely determines the movement of the peak 

surge.  The shifting wind pattern is due simply to the changing wind direction as the rotating 

cyclonic wind field of the hurricane moves inland.  As in the prior study, basic wind patterns can 

be associated with two prototypical storm tracks: easterly (Hurricane Katrina) and westerly 

(Hurricane Isaac).  Figure 26 illustrates the key wind direction difference.  As the eye of the 

storm passes a given latitude, the wind field is opposite for an easterly or westerly tracking 

storms.  This difference in the wind direction when combined with the local landscape creates 

very different movement of peak surge in the Breton-Borgne Basin.    

 

 

 
Figure 26: The circular pattern of wind around any storm dictates that the winds are in opposite 

directions for an east and west passage once at the same latitude as the BBSC region.  

 

As either an easterly or westerly storm approaches the wind direction is dominantly an east wind 

direction, and so the Initial Surge Concentration (ISC) tends to located in the same general area 

in the Breton-Borgne Region.  The ISC builds along the east bank of the Mississippi River as 

high up as Will’s Point to as far south as Baptiste Collette.  The east winds encounter resistance 

due to artificial and natural river levees along the east and west bank of the river.  Overtopping 

and gaps in the levees often allow surge to enter the Mississippi River.  After the ISC, the fate of 

this surge tends to be different for the two different tracks, and so is discussed separately in the 

following sections.  
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For the westerly tracking scenario (Hurricane Isaac), the maximum surge patterns indicate after 

the ISC, maximum surge is transferred northward along the Mississippi River East Bank and 

within the river itself.  For Isaac, surge was not high enough to overtop the back levee or river 

levees.  However, some surge must have entered the river through gaps in the levee, such as in 

the Bohemia Spillway. The West Pointe a la Hache river gage shows the river rose from 1.5 feet 

to 3.5 feet but then was not operational.  However, the gage at Belle Chasse did not fail (Figure 

27). It shows that surge rose as high as 18 feet briefly, but more remarkable is that the river also 

briefly flowed upstream.  Prior to landfall the river was flowing 250,000 cfs downstream at about 

1.5 feet per second, but briefly it flowed 100,000 cfs upstream at about 1 foot per second. The 

surge in the river was not high enough to overtop the West Bank River levees, and so the river 

surge did not cause flooding.  However, the East Bank Back Levee and the MR&T river levee 

focused surge along the east bank of the river and did cause heavy flooding in the polder at 

Braithwaite.  As surge approaches Brathwaite, the Caernarvon-Verret levee stops northward 

movement forcing the surge to be amplified.  Once the eye of the storm moves north of this 

latitude, west wind then shifts surge toward Delacroix and the storm effects start to wane.   
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Figure 27: Mississippi River at Belle Chasse during Hurricane Isaac. During Isaac the river 

flowed upstream briefly and surge in the river rose to approximately 18 feet.  

 

 

For the easterly tracking scenario (Hurricane Katrina), the maximum surge patterns indicate that 

after ISC surge along the Mississippi River, maximum surge shifts southward along the East 

Bank and more importantly in the river itself, as shown in Figure 28.  The terrible trifecta of 

forces creates a super extreme outflow surge event: 

• Surge height in the river near Pointe a la Hache was at least 20 feet forcing surge 

transmission upriver and down river. 

• River discharge, although modest, contributes to downstream flow southward 

• Hurricane force north wind pushing surge downstream and creating large waves.  
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The extreme outflow surge massively overtopped the West Bank River Levee and possibly the 

West Bank Back levees.  The outflow surge event devastated Lower Plaquemines Parish during 

Hurricane Katrina.  Thirty-six years before Hurricane Katrina, another easterly tracking storm 

(Camille) also devastated Lower Plaquemines through what appears to be the identical outflow 

surge event crossing the Mississippi River.   

 

 
Figure 28: Mississippi River at Carrollton during Hurricane Katrina. During Katrina the river 

rose to approximately 15 feet. (Miller, et. al. 2014) 

 

 
Figure 29: General pattern of maximum surge movement for an easterly and westerly tracking 

hurricane derived for the surge dynamics analysis. 
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Figure 29 summarizes the general movement of the surge maximum for both the easterly and 

westerly tracking hurricanes.  During the “Early” stage as the storm approaches the coast, the 

ISC is along the east bank of the river. Once the storms move onto the coast, the pattern of surge 

is different.  The westerly track begins to move surge northward; whereas, the easterly track 

pushes surge southward and may create the extreme outflow surge event threatening the east and 

west bank. In the “Late” stage storm surge is pushed toward Delacroix for the west track and 

toward the Mississippi Gulf Coast for the east track.  

 

Figure 30 attempts to simplify the surge dynamics results by identifying polygons of the eye 

location corresponding to the areas most at risk when the eye is within that polygon.  For 

example, the yellow outline represents the area of the storm’s eye as it approaches the coast and 

its first entrance into the coastal area east of the river.  The hurricane eye within the yellow 

outline creates initial surge concentration which threatens the East Bank, but as the eye moves 

inland the north wind creates an outflow surge event along the river which likely will threaten 

both the east and west bank of Lower Plaquemines Parish shown as the solid yellow polygon.   

 
Figure 30: The map is based on the general behavior of surge described in this report, which 

suggests what areas most are at risk from surge based on the location of the hurricane eye. As a 

storm moves inland, multiple boxes will be crossed putting different communities at higher risk. 
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Summary 
Analysis of surge dynamics in two coastal areas of south Louisiana indicate that understanding 

surge dynamics with time-lapse throughout the duration of storm events is beneficial to 

understanding risk and vulnerabilities of the area due to hurricane surge. In both study areas, all 

storm tracks generate common areas of Initial Surge Concentration (ISC).  These ISC zones 

create a reservoir of surge that then moves differently, being dependent on the easterly or 

westerly tracks.  A surprising result is that in both study areas the greatest overall threat in 

general may be posed by the development of Outflow Surge (OS).  For the Pontchartrain-

Maurepas region, the OS threatens eastern Lake Pontchartrain (such as Slidell), and for the 

Breton-Borgne region the OS compounded with river flow threatens the East and West Bank of 

the Mississippi due to overtopping of the Mississippi River levees (especially with an easterly 

tracking storm).  In general, the coincidence of the prominent OS may be attributed to surge 

inundating a complex coastal landscape such as found in southeast Louisiana. It is also of note 

the OS conditions are related to the two more significant waterbodies in southeast Louisiana.  

 

The paradox of higher surge elevation at Braithwaite from a smaller storm in 2012 (Isaac) than 

surge produced by a much larger storm in 2005 (Katrina) may be explained by the surge 

dynamics of the differing hurricane tracks.  A westerly tracking storm such as Isaac creates a 

south wind that pushes the initial surge concentration directly toward this community.  

 

Because the forecasting of storm tracks has improved, and because storms always have the same 

vortex wind pattern (counter clockwise in the northern hemisphere), the local surge dynamics 

have a reasonable level of predictability.  However, emergency personnel must be wary that 

tracks can deviate from the forecasts and the resulting surge dynamic can change and pose 

different threats.  It is important to note this conceptual model is limited to surge within the 

BBSC region.  As a simplified conceptual model, the surge dynamics model generalizes the 

other forces and processes, such as remote forcing, which can influence the dynamics of storm 

surges within the lakes.  In detail, every storm has a unique set of conditions that will result in 

variations from this general model. Nevertheless, the processes described here help explain why 

surge and, by extension, wave patterns are unusual and may defy simple intuition.  Dangerous 

outflow surge occurs when the storm is inland and weakened yet often produces the highest 

surge and largest waves.  
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